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SOCIAL NEEDS
COOPERATIVE SOLUTIONS

The COV was founded in 1962 in El Prat de
Llobregat (Baix Llobregat, Barcelona).

The foundational aim was accessing to
decent and affordable housing as a step
towards a dignified life (in an adverse socio-
economic and political context).

It is part of the cooperative movement that
since the 50s created cooperatives doing
social housing with official protection.



40 communities of neighbors, social housing, on
their own land and own construction were built.

At present there are more than 1000 members,
owners of the house (or no longer).

The common heritage includes 185 rental
apartments and 80 commercial premises (for
commercial or social rent).

It offers services to members and to the community,
being the care for the elder people (Casal, Day
Center, Home Care) and the services linked to the
buildings and houses (Estate administrator or
property management).



Dignified life, covering needs beyond housing

Ramon y Cajal School

Credit section

Consumer cooperatives: furniture and appliances

Youth Centre "La Palmira"

The common needs went beyond housing and referred to the development of the neighborhood and to cover the social
needs of non-existent public services.



Cooperative life, mutual aid and
collective decisions

The partner used to be the "head of the
household“, so the man, but the
beneficiary of the cooperative was (and
is) actually the whole family.

The “cohousing” is in fact, the
neighborhood, as a space for coexistence,
leisure and mutual help.



The current COV project bases its success on three principles 
that have been at the basis of its objectives and activities: 

Continuity

Innovation

Intercooperation

COV's success is based on the combination of three key 
factors: 

Knowledge 

Capacity and resources 

Confidence



COV TODAY 

PEOPLE  

COMMUNITY 

HOUSING 

The Strategic Plan 2017-2021 includes:

- Redefine the mission of the cooperative and improve its role
in the territorial and sectoral environment

- Guarantee the inheritance of the cooperative, material
heritage and memory

- Guarantee current services and activate new ones

- Management and quality



PEOPLE  

Casal I y II
Centro de dia y SAD



COMUNIDAD  

Covgrossos
“Barri Cooperatiu”
Escuela Ramon y Cajal



VIVIENDA 

New project: affordable, stable and cooperative 
renting 
Commercial premises 
Property management 



Dolors Camats
dolors@cov.coop

Thank you !

mailto:dolors@cov.coop

